Development of the rat thalamus: V. The posterior lobule of the thalamic neuroepithelium and the time and site of origin and settling pattern of neurons of the medial geniculate body.
Long-survival, sequential, and short-survival thymidine radiograms of rat embryos, fetuses, and young pups were analyzed in order to examine the time of origin, site of origin, migratory route, and settling pattern of neurons of the medial geniculate body (MG). Quantitative evaluation of long-survival radiograms established that the bulk of MG neurons are generated between embryonic (E) days E13 and E15, with a pronounced peak on day E14. There is an overall lateral-to-medial and caudal-to-rostral chronological gradient in MG neurogenesis. On the basis of significant regional differences in the birth dates of neurons, the MG was divided into several chronoarchitectonic areas. The earliest-generated neurons (with close to 20% of the cells produced on day E13 and a negligible proportion on day E15) form the dorsal and ventral clusters far laterally. Next in sequential order are the neurons of the lateral shell, intermediate shell, and medial shell of the MG. The medial shell with it latest-generated neurons (with over 30% produced rostrally on day E15) corresponds to the medial (magnocellular) subnucleus of the MG. There were no neurogenetic differences between the traditional dorsal and ventral divisions of the MG. Examination of sequential radiograms in rats labeled with 3H-thymidine on day E14 or E15 and killed on successive days brought supportive evidence for our earlier identification, in short-survival radiograms, of a posteroventral thalamic neuroepithelial evagination as the putative source, or committed cell line, of MG neurons. Wave fronts of apparently migrating unlabeled and labeled cells could be traced from this sublobule in a posterolateral direction to the future site of the MG.